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Introduction
Bevel gears have been the standard for several
decades in iruaticns where power transmission
has to occur between shafts mounted at a given
angle. Now a new approach has been developed
that challenges the bevel gear' de facto monopoly in such applications. The concept is based on
the principle of the crown gear; i.e.. a cylindrical
pinion mates with a face gear. Crown Gear B.V. in
Enschede, Holland. is tile developer of these spedally gear teeth, which are marketed under the
trade name Cylkro®.
Features of the Cylkro Gear
The Cylkro transmission is an angular gear
pair con isting of a cylindrical pinion with an
involute tooth profile mating with a Cylkro gear.
The upper gear pair in Fig. I is a normal cylindrical gear pair. Shown beneath it are three Cyl.kro
gears using '[hearne pinion with differen! shan
angles and gear ratios.
The geometry of a Cylkro gear is determined
by the following factors: the geometry of the

Fig ..1 -
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Cylkro gears meshing at various shan angll$.

mating pinions, the relative positioning of the
pinion axi . in relation to the Cylkro gear axis and
the pair's gear ratio. The pinion's geometry
remains constant along its face width, The geometry of tile Cylkm gear can be regarded as a rack;
however. the pressure angle varies over the face
width (See Fig. 2).
Devel.opment
The general principles of face geargeometry
and the necessary cutting techniques were readily
available in the 1930s. but specific knowledge of
the preci e geometry and load distribution characteristics of face gears were lacking. These topics were the first to be researched and applied to
the development of Cylkro gears. Advanced computer programs were used to develop and optimize the geometry. Many production methods
were evaluated, and the generating hob proce
was eho en as the:rno t efficient.
The next step in the development proce was
the de ign of a new generation of HSS and bard
metal generating hob. Initially the milling cutter profile were pinion-shaped. During ubsequem development round , the cutter hapes
were graduany adapted for the production of
Cylkro gear on commercially available CNC
bobbing machines.
The power packing optimization abilities
(minimal power transmission-volume
ratios) of
the first production batches were tested extensively. Testing and measurement methodologies
and instrumentation were developed along with
the production proce s. DIN 3962 and 3965 tandard were applied. The manufactured geometry
can. now be compared exactly with the theoretical
geometry. allowing a quality-controlled manufacturing process of the face gears.
It is now possible to manufacture Cyllo:o gears
suitable for power-intensive Iran missions. In thi
article the rno t frequently u ed form of Cylkro
gear transmissions, i.e., 900 shalt angles using
spur gear teeth, win serve as the basis for all
examples. unless otherwise indicated.

Technology
Geometry. The geometry of the pimon, its
position in relation to the axis of rotation of the
Cylkro gear and the transmission ratio determine
the geometry of the teeth. Formulas have been
applied (0 calculate the geometry of the teeth in
every possible application and for every shaft
angle between D° and I J D°. with or without an offset pillion, and with spur or helical pillions.
Contact pat/l lines. Atransverse cross section
of a Cylk:ro gear can be treated as a rack and pinion pair. The rack's pressure angle isa variable
value along the entire face width of 'the gear. The
variable pressure angle ensures that pinion and
gear teeth keep mooth contact path lines between
them (see Fig. 3).
Since contact path lines are skewed, the characteristics of Cylkro gear pairs are similar to those
of helical cylindrical gear pairs, with the same
helix angle. This is true for the gear's rotation
characteristics. its acoustic performance, its power
transmission capabilities and its overlap ratios.
Transmission power packing density. The
strength of material. calculations for bending
strength and pitting resistance meet DIN 3990
and ISO 6336 standards. Cylkro-speci£1c factors
in these randards were incorporated, and the
newly emerging standards were verified and
proven correct by means of finite element analysis methods (FEAfFEM) and with back-to-baek
life tests (see Fig. 4). All factors commonly used
in strength of material calculations. such as the
Ka factor, the dynamic Kv factor. etc., were also
used with these gears.
These developmenrefforts, especially gear
tooth optimization. have resulted in transmission
power packing densities equaling or exceeding
those of bevel gears. depending on transmission
ratios and shaft and helix angles.
ManUfacturing. Cylkro gears are manufactured with standard CNC-contro.l1ed bobbing
machines. This guarantees aniefficient and contin1I0US work flow. allowing high precision dimensioning. The production steps are lathing the
blank, cutting the Leeth in the non-hardened base
material. hardening to HRc 6~± I, machining the
locating faces (datum planes), finish-cutting the
teeth flanks wilh hard metal milling cutters or
grinder and honing a fine-fiai hing profile
adjustment if necessary.
The new generation milling cutters developed
by Crown Gear ,can be sharpened without running the risk of changing the cutting geometry.
The geometry of the millingcutter is determined
by the pinion's gear teeth characteristics, uch as
its module, number ofl.eeLh, helix angle and
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Fig. 4 - FEM stresses on a CyII.-I)otooth.

addendum modification. Cylkro gears can be
manufactured with these milling cutters regardless of axis angles, transmission ratios or axis
centerline offset.
Cylk:ro gear verification uses 3-D, CNC measurement banks. The gear's calculated standard
profile parameters are stored in the 3-D measurement bank and compared with the actual measured
3-D values. The deviation patterns are obtained in
the fonn of a computer output wilh micrometer
orders of magnitude (Il range), Thepatterns are
directly related 10 the quality of production.
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Proper,ties. Cylkro gear systems have the following characteristics:
• The pinion is a normal spur gear whose axial
posit jon ha no influence on the me hing zone,
• Assembly time is reduced because only the
axial position of the face gear needs to be set,
• Lapping is unnecessary because all gears
irrespective of their tooth numbers or shaf angles
may be interchangeably
meshed with the common pinion upon which the particular generating
hob geometry is based.
'. Axial load ona pinioa wi!h. stJraighl spur
teeth is non-exi stent,
• Meshing is smooth thanks to the system's
oblique contact lines and high contact ratio,
• The system offer ihigh transmission ratio in
one stage,
• Cost-effective manufacture on conventional.
CNC gear hobbing machines is possible.
• Using straddle-mounted pinions is po ible.
• Zero backlash high-accuracy
applications
may easily be realized.
• High- trength teeth 3Ad good contact. geometry give high torque capability.
Tee1mical and economic benefits ...The unique
feall1res of Cylkro gears bringcertain economic
and teehnicaj benefits that would not normally be
po ible with bevel gears or that would be possible only at great cost.
The ab ence of the need for any axial adjustment of the pinion shaft during mounting, repair
or maintenance isa 'lime saver. especially with
high-tech assemblies. The can tructlon ofthe pinion bearing can be greatly simplifiedlhanks lO!he
ab ence of axial loads. The use of bilateral pinion
bearing is pos ible when the assembly requires
extremely rigid construction. The
ylikro gear
construcrion is characterized by a high degree of
efficiency as a result of the slidingeffect of generanng tooth flanks while ill motion.
Other economic benefits lie in the simplicity
of tile cylindrical pinion, which has obvious manufacturing cost advantages over conical pinions.
Furthermore. Cylkro gears can be produced with
much more economical tooling and machinery
than bevel gears. The arne machine tool can be
used for coarse and fine machining, eliminating
special machinery for finishing pas es. Th lap.
ping proee s maybe eliminated altogether thanks
10 the high tolerance fini hing pas gears receive
in the standard production proce s.
Applications. The unique properties of the
Cylkro gear allow new approaches to design and
manufacturing. Cylkro gear sets can be made:in a
wide range of gear ratios. with axial freedom of
the pinion and a free choice of shafl angle ..

I

A wide range of gear ratios. 'Theoretically the
Cylkro transmission is suited for an possible gear
ratios (i -> 00). However, the effective face width
of the Cylkro teeth. in the area of the mner diameter will be reduced as a result of root undercutting
when u ing man gear ratios (i -c- 1.5} fora haft
angle of 90°. In these instances, the mechanical
power transmission capability of Cylk:ro gears is
smaller than ill bevel gears of comparable size.
Cylk:ro gears may definitely be used as power
transmission gears when gear ratios equal or
exceed i 1.5.
No technical limitations exist regarding the
production proce s for large gear ratios. A gear •
ratio of i = ~2, for in tance, would normally be !I
Fig. 9 - Coaxial ,oounler-rotating propellers.
designed in several stages, reducing the physical
weight and, consequently, the material cost of the i
gear train. For some designs, however, it is advisable to design a single, large stage transmission.
The largest gear ratio achievable with bevel
gears (i 6 - 8) is determined by the production
process itself. Cylkro gears, however, can handle large gear ratio in one single stage without
any difficulties.
A typical application can. be found in environments requ,iring a high degree of constant angular
velocity. For example, Fig. 5 shows an application
where a gear ratio oLi = 10 is combined with tight
angular velocity precision for the 'turning table. It
is obviou that the total cumulative pitclt error of
this Cylkro gear is averaged 'Over the largest possible gear diameter. With a diameter half the size
'Orwith a double-staged gear, the error deviation
would approximately be twice as large. The
Fig. 10 -inety degrees (90°) dual-speed gearcbox.
Cylkro gear design combines both large gear
ratio andpreci ion constant angular velocity.
Cylkro gear dimen ions play a secondary role.
Different gear ratios can be achieved imply by
changing the number of teeth on the Cylkro gear.
For some appficanons one gearbox can be used
for several gear ratios with the same housing,
bearings, pinion(s),etc.
Axial freedom of the pinion. Cylindrical gears
may be offsei freely in both axial and radial
directions wiUlin reasonable limits without negative impact on the lines of action of the teeth.
This degree of freedom in either direction does
not exist in bevel gears. Bevel gears individual:Iy require precise installation and tuning to
achieve a good bearing contact and the right
backlash tolerance,
The Cylkro transmission oombinesboth types
of gears. It requires adjustment amy in the axial,
direction to obtain a good bearing contact (the
pinion teeth's ba e tangent lengths do not affect
this). Axial pinion motion is perfectly possible.
fig. n - Dual-feed screwfor an iQjeclioo molding machlae,
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Adjustmentsare greatly simplified; moreover, the
engagement of several pinioas on one Cylkro gear
or one pinion with two Cylkro gears simultaneously is made easy.
Another good example of the axial freedom is
the pinion as an integrated part of a motor shaft.
The motor shaft mates directly with the CyUcro
gear; there is no requirement for any axial adjustment. The motor's own axial movement does not
influence the bearing contact. Fig. 6 shows a multipower design, which is used in situations where

!Fig. n- Conical mixer..
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Fig,. 13 - l\I1illing machine heads,
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one Cyllcro shaft drives several rapidly turning
pinion shafts or in situations where more than one
motor drives one Cylkro shaft.
Fig. 7 shows a common driving shaft onto
which a set of pillions i. mounted, each driving a
Cylkro gear. This conseuction is commonplace in
farming machinery. Axial dilations of the pinion
shaft: because of temperature changes, for example, have no .influence on the lines of action of the
teeth, nor on the rotation ail symmetry of the outgoing shafts ..
The rolling mill drum design shown in Fig. 8
is an even better demonstration of the axial freedom of the pinion. Thanks to the possibility of
the axial displacement freedom offered by the
Cylkro gear design. the rolling mill drum's centerlines can be adjusted to accommodate milling
material plate thicknesses. It is also possible to
mount mill drums with other diameters. This
does not affect the bearing contact or any rei arive motion of one drum againstthe other. When
necessary, both drums may have different diameters. Of course, this would result in a similar
requirement for different diameters of the
respective Cylkro gears.
Fig. 9 shows a construction for distributing
mechanical power to two counter-rotating propeller blades, where the propellers are mounted
on coaxial hafts. Counter-rotating propellers are
used in sllipbuilding to get higher propulsion
yields. Half of the available mechanical power is
transmitted directly on 'the inner shaft, and the
other half is transmitted to the outer shaft through
a planetary etup of pinions mating with the second Cylkro gear. The design allows different
rotating speeds on each shaft if required.
Fig. W shows 3. dual-speed perpendicular
gearbox. Two Cylkro gears, each with different
numbers of teeth, driven by a common pinionare
coupled to a shaft. through a clutch mechanism.
The dutch ensures tbat the outgoing shaft stays
connected to one Cylkro gear at a time.
Another application. that takes advantage of
the axial freedom of the pinion is the assembly
that drives the pressure cylinder in a printing
press. The position of the circumference of the
printing press cylinder relative to the feed cylinder must be adjusted very precisely .. A helical
pinion with an adjustable (tunable) axial position on the driving shaft causes a proportional
rotational offset of the Cylkro gear for a given
axial pinion shift.
Shaft angle s freedom of choice. The freedom
to select almost any shaft angle, as well as all
other features and benefits of the Cyllcro gear, is
crucial to making optimal use ofthis design. The

angular Cylkro gearbox does not affect !he 'bearing contactin any way.
A typical application in gearboxes with mall
shaft angles is u ed for driving a ship propeller.
Normally the motor i mounted horizontally,
while the propeller shaft its mounted at an angle
of 7° to 20°.
Fig. l l shows a dri ve mechanism for dual-feed
crews working under all angle of 15° to 20°, as
commonly found in extrusion and injection
machines for the plastics transformation industry.
The dual-stage dri ve mechanism shown in Fig. 12
is part of a conical mixer with a still- tanding
reservoir. The drive mechanism could be executed
ina different way. It could, for instance, be
mourned on the bottom side of the reservoir.
I
The drive mechani m for the tool flange of .
the milling machine in Fig. 13 bas a connecting
shaft equipped with a pinion and a Cylkro gear.
The milling machine's head can rotate freely
around irs drive shaft. The Cylk:ro gear 011 one
F,ig.~4 - Helleepter gearasscmbllcs. (Patented
end of the connecting shaft can be freely adjustedalong its axial position; therefore, the pinion
on the other end of the shaft will interfere with
the tooth's contact path.
Currently

several

kinds

of Cylkro

gears

by Lucas W;~st'Cf'l!l. Ine.)

are

being tested in helicopter gear assemblies. A sim-

pie demonstration of the ease of adjustment for
each Cylkro set is hown in Figs. [4 and 15.
where tile use of power distribution is shown.
Note that the shaft. angles differ from the classical 900• Fig, 14 demonstrares power distribution
in the fir t stage, and Fig. 15 does so in the ecami stage. 0
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